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Guitarist to give concert:
variety from classical to funk
Michael Johnson, a musician
with many styles, will give a con
cert in Maytag tonight after the
Homecoming Coronation. H i s
music includes a wide variety of
expression—classical, jazz, bossa
nova, funk and some of his own
songs.
Johnson, age 26, has had a
varied experience in the perform

Michael Johnson, singer and guitarist, will appear in concert tonight
in Maytag, following the homecoming queen coronation. Tickets are
$2 for single reserve seats and $3.50 for couples. General admission
prices are $1.50 for singles and $2.50 for couples.

ing arts since be began his pro
fessional career in 1964. He be
gan singing in coffee houses in
Chicago and traveled as a single
artist until 1966. Leaving the
road at this time he studied
classical guitar for a year in
Barcelona, Spain.
After returning to his home
town of Denver, Colo. Johnson
signed a contract with Randy
Sparks and the Back Porch Ma
jority. This one year contract
culminated with a tour of Viet
Nam and the Orient.
The following year he joined
John Denver and formed the new
Mitchell Trio. Again he was on

Taylor editors to attend
Texas press convention
by Kathi Kiel
ECHO associate editor

Four editors of Taylor's publi
cation staffs, accompanied by
Mrs. Marilyn Walker, assistant
professor of English and faculty
adviser, will be leaving for Dal
las, Texas on Wednesday, Oct. 20
for a national press convention.
Alda Knight ENG-72, executive
editor of the Echo, Kathi Kiel

ence there will be a photography
seminar. During these informal
sessions, participants will discuss
contemporary photography as an
effective communicative means
in campus publications. Officials
of ACP are also conducting a
photo contest and participants
are being asked to bring examples
of their work.

The four editors from Taylor
expect the conference to be an

other means of continually im
proving Taylor publications.
"I'm excited about going to
Dallas and about the convention,"
commented Miss Knight. "With
all the sessions they have planned
for us, I hope we can get ideas
that will benefit the ECHO."

ENG-73, associate editor of the
Echo, Jerry Lugbill HIS-73, coeditor of the Ilium, and John
Fleming, HIS-72, photography
editor will attend the conference
as Taylor's representatives.
Sponsored by Associated Col
legiate Press (ACP) and the Na
tional Council of College Publi
cations Advisers (NCCPA), the
conference is an annual event
held to bring college staffs and
advisers into contact with out
standing national figures in busi
ness and publication fields.
Short courses, panel discussions,and informal talks will com
prise most of the three days of

the convention. Speech seminars
will cover a wide range of
topics from "Laugh-In. Campus
Style" and "The Mod College
Newspaper" to "Administration
and the College Press." Both busi
ness and editorial problems and
ideas of student publications will
be explored through this ex r~* I g u n p i u j r c u u y v i c y y V V I I I I C I V I - / ~X, | J I C I C I I U $ I V
be ill to gain attention in THE IMAGINARY IN
change of ideas.
VALID, a play by Moliere. This French farce
In conjunction with the confer opened last night. Performances will continue to-

to Los Angeles and Chicago.

the road playing concerts.
"Hpme is wherever most
your clothes are," is one

of

Johnson has been performing
of
on his own again since early 1970.
Johnson's expressions which re
He has appeared on nationwide
flects his constant travel. In
TV and is soon to release his first
1968, he made his acting debut.
solo album.
He played a principle role in the
Tickets for general admission
off-Broadway hit Jaques Brel is
Alive and Well and Living In costing $1.50 per person and $2.50
Paris. This show took him across for a couple will be available at
the United States, from New York the performance.

Activities honor
queen and court
by Alathea Coleman
ECHO staff writer

Master of
Ceremonies was
Doug Beatty BE-74 and music to

The homecoming queen candi
dates were honored at Chanticleer
Restaurant tonight at 5 p.m. The
dinner was attended by the girls,
their parents and escorts, the
Alumni Council and the Trustees.
The dinner was designed to be an
informal beginning to a busy
weekend for each of the girls.
Denny Young BE-73 acted as
Master of Ceremonies and in
troduced the girls to the Alumni
and the Trustees.

the queens was sung by Archie
Nevins MA-74. He was accom
panied by an ensemble including
a piano, bass, flute, and drums.
Last year's queen, Karen Isselee
Newell PSY-71 crowned Sandy
Weis SOC-72, the 1971 queen and
T-Club President John Clarkson
EE-72 presented roses to her.
Clarkson presented roses to Lana
Caudle SOC-72 the first princess
and Coral Cole PSY-73, second
princess.
Everyone was invited to attend
a reception in South Hall follow
ing the Coronation.

Entertainment was provided by
Mark Govertsen BE-70 and Steve
Clough ENG-72. They sang and

accompanied themselves on bass,
guitar and harmonica. Following
the dinner, the Coronation activi
ties began.
Coronation in Maytag at 7:45
p.m. took place in the round for
the first time. A tape recording of
each girl's voice told something
about herself as she walked down
the aisle.

Program
to show
talents
by Barbara Mitin
ECHO staff writer

"Dynamic Showcase of Talent"
is the Homecoming feature Sat
urday night at 7 p.m. in Maytag.
The student-faculty-alumni talent
show will center on the Home
coming theme of "Dynamics."
Performing in the concert will
be Judy MU-74 and Paul Eakley
MU-75, Connie Mignery MU-73,
Pete Carlson REL-72, Charles
Sims, associate professor of music,
and The Nutones.
Vocal and instrumental selec
tions will include such popular,
folk and sacred music as "Close
to You," "As Long As He Needs
Me," "Country Road," "Faithful
ly" and "Arise, Shine for Thy
Light is Come."
Gordon Jensen, director of
Iliyin • • y. • j p.111. aim lumurrow aT BUS p.m. alumni affairs, promises "a great
Tickets are available free with an identification evening" and urges everyone to
card. Photo courtesy of speech and drama depart
come. There is no admission
ment.
charge for the event.
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Taylor professor displays
varied paintings and prints
by Nancy Spalding
ECHO staff writer
One of the cultural attractions
of the 1971 Homecoming Week
end will be the one-man art ex
hibit by Jack Patton, associate
professor of arts. The exhibit will
be in the Liberal Arts corridor,
today through Oct. 29.
The show will be composed of
32 pieces, paintings and prints,
covering a wide variety of paint
ing and printing techniques and
subject matter. Most of the works
will be realistic but several are
abstraction, cubism, or imagin
ative subjectivism.
Watercolor, oil, acrylic and

enamels are all incorporated as
painting media. Printing tech
niques include serigraphy, lith
ography, woodland glue and col
lage brayer.
The paintings and prints en
compass various subject areas.
Nature is the theme of many of
the works. Trees are presented
in their autumn glory, bending
to their reflections in a lake, and
standing in a frozen winter world.
Concerning one of the paint
ings, Forest Fire, Patton des
cribed the picture: 'ablaze with
fiery fury, our forests are annual
holocausts of hellish winds and
heat destroying precious lumber

Cafeteria to open
during inter-term
by Lee Scheumann
ECHO staff writer
Construction of the new dining
commons and cafeteria is pro
ceeding as scheduled and should
be completed by Dec. 23.
"We hope to have it in opera
tion by the beginning of Interterm," stated Charles Newman,
director of service operations.
"However," he added, "this might
not be possible due to the large
amount of existing kitchen equip
ment which must be relocated."
The new cafeteria will have
new tables and chairs and will
be carpeted throughout. It will
be fully air-conditioned and it
should be warmer during the
winter than the old cafeteria was.
A new sound system will also
be installed. It will be able to
produce three different tracts
of music simultaneously. The
quality of the music will also be
improved.
There will be two serving lines,
each serving hot food and sand
wiches.

"With the addition of another
line," stated Newman, "it should
not take so long to get served and
there will not be the long lines
that there are now."
The main dining area will seat
850 and an adjacent banquet
room will accommodate 175 peo
ple. There will also be a smaller
private dining area which will
seat 36 people.
According to Joe Biermann,
food service manager, "The
quantity of food that each student
receives will remain the same.
Rumors about an open salad bar
and the serving of carbonated
beverages are false."
A paved and curbed parking
area will be provided.
Currently all the building
trades are still involved in the
project. The roof has been com
pleted and the windows will be
installed in a few weeks.
Samuel Delcamp, vice presi
dent of development, is the
head of a committee to give the
new facility an official title.

4-speed stick shift is standar
on the Fiat 850 Sport Racer.
Fully synchromeshed transmission, front
disc brakes, full direct-reading instruments
including dash tachometer. All the sporting
equipment to make a new sporting car.
The body by Bertone. The new 850 Sport
Racer...by Fiat. Who else?

and earthy beauty. Pity the one
who fights
the fire.
Careless
minds and nature's promiscous
streaks of zig zag light ruin
earth's horizons."
Society and social problems
dominate several works. Includ
ed are works commenting on ri
ots, pollution, Jewish persecu
tion, the plight of the farmer
and alcoholism. Patton said, "Our
day is a day of protest from the
political, the religious, the edu
cational and the philosophical."
The artist's personal faith is
expressed in many of his relig
ious comment pieces. Several of
these works revolve around the
life and character of the He
brew King David. These paint
ings and most of the others will
be individually commented on by
Patton in the brochure. One of
the artist's favorites, Out of the
Thicket, an acrylic-latex paint
ing, is explained in the brochure.
"The bleakness of the distance
greets our weary eyes as the cor
tege emerges with all its cumber
some equipment, from the thick
et."
Several of the pieces have been
previously exhibited in shows
and hung in the Hoosier Salon.
The paintings and prints will be
for sale with prices listed in the
display brochure. Prints range
from $6 to $20; paintings cost
from $40 to $100.

Sandy Weis SOC-72 was crowned 1971 Homecoming Queen tonight,
along with her princesses Lana Caudle SOC-72 and Coral Cole PSY73. The coronation took place in the round this year for the first
time. Doug Beatty BE-74 ook over the master of ceremonies duties,
and Archie Nevins MA-74 sang in honor of the new queen.

Trust means

Big Sisters foster friendships
by Kathy Montgomery
ECHO News editor
Big Sisters is a new organiza
tion at Taylor designed to provide
one-to-one relationships between
college-age girls and pre-adoleseent girls.
Miss Jean Campbell, coordi
nator of community participation,
explained that the program is
not tutorial in nature. The stated
purpose of Big Sisters is "to help
foster relationships which will al
low a young girl an opportunity
to identify with a mature Chris-

LINCOLN NATIONAL

tian girl whom she can relate to
as she goes through the conflict
years of trying to establish her
own self-identity."
Miss Judy Stephenson SOC-73
is chairman of the organization.
Mrs. Barbara Davenport, wife of
Coach Bob Davenport, is active in
selecting the participating little
sisters from Upland. The big sis
ters from Taylor are girls who
have volunteered their services.
An introductory party was
held Friday, Oct. 1 in the Hut.
Amid an atmosphere of fellow
ship, recreation and refreshments,
seven big sisters met their junior
friends for the first time. Another

TOM DOUGHERTY

EAST
Cathy Newland SS-73
Donna Altman SOC-73

Butch Biglin
July '73
Dave Terry PSY-73 June 3, '72

MCW
Engagement without Ringdown
Martha Graves MU-72

TO THE TAYLOR
UNIVERSITY FACULTY
Representing the
Lincoln's Taylor Univ.
Tax Sheltered Annuity

Cross Over The Bridge To

party is being planned for Christ
mas time.
The big sisters have been asked
to commit two to four hours a
week to their little sisters. At
least twice a week the sisters will
share time on or off campus
learning to trust each other and
to enjoy their friendships. Groom
ing hints, help with problems,
sisterly advice and spiritual direc
tion are some of the qualities the
college girls hope to provide for
their younger friends.
If the program progresses well,
Big Sisters may be expanded. A
Big Brother organization may also
be instituted if enough interest
is indicated by Taylor men.

RINGDOWNS

introduces

f 271^

Paul Spicuzza

June 3, '72

Welcome Students!

IVANHOE'S
Phone 998-7261 for carry out

TWIN CITY
Chevrolet-Fiat
Gas City

§g

Phone 674-2241

See Tom for information
on this tax saving idea
Call 289 3034

Hours: 11-10 Mon.-Thurs., 11-11 Fri. & Sat., 2-10 Sun.
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and do not express the official opinion of Taylor
University. Signed columns, letters to the editor,
and other signed materials represent only the
individual opinions of their authors.

The editorial policy of this paper is determined
by the editorial board. All unsigned editorials are
the official expression of the ECHO. Opinions ex
pressed as ECHO editorial policy are the re
sponsibility of the editor and the editorial board,

Alumni merit appreciation
In the 126 years of Taylor's existence the
university has grown, changed and improved.
This homecoming weekend many people who
have contributed to that improvement will be
returning to campus.
These people have played on important part
in Taylor's heritage, and they continue to be an
essential factor in Taylor's advancement. Too
often we think of the alumni as being more
interested in the past than in the present or
future of the school. Facts show that this is
not true.
Well over a hundred thousand dollars are
contributed by Taylor graduates yearly to sup
port the university. A pledged amount of this
sum underwrites the general academic pro
gram, and the excess goes into a special fund
for teaching excellence. This money, ad
ministered by the the academic dean is given
to members of the faculty to enable them to
widen their experience through travel and
study.
Besides general contributions to the school,
various individuals who maintain interest in
their alma mater have set up scholarship funds
to help Taylor students individually with fi
nancial responsibilities. In an attempt to re

ward outstanding academic, athletic and crea
tive achievement various awards are sponsored
by other alumni.
Many special gifts, the library chimes, a ten
thousand dollar organ, a public address sys
tem in the new cafeteria, to name a few, have
been contributed to the school by alumni.
Taylor's graduates contribute to the improve
ment of the school in more ways than just ma
terial gifts. The computing center was estab
lished with much valuable advice and assist
ance of an alumnus. Chorale and band tours
are scheduled to include many engagements
arranged by interested alumni.
Some of our outstanding faculty members
have themselves, been Taylor students as have
several trustees. Also admissions counselors
contend that Taylor alumni are key influences
in recruiting new students.
A committee was formed recently by the
alumni council to investigate the possibility of
establishing a job bank for Taylor students.
ugh this organization alumni would
„wwl„ assist
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Nixon makes
'credible
attempt'
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President Nixon on August 15th, imposed
upon the nation an unexpected program—the
wage-price freeze. The program prohibited the
increase of wages, prices, and rent for a 90day period.
Many people were apprehensive about the
validity and possible success of such a pro
gram, for they feared a general opposition
from the American people.
The people, however, rose to the seriousness
of the national difficulty and generally ac
cepted Nixon's freeze. Now, near the end of
the 90-day freeze, Nixon has proclaimed the
program a success and has informed the na
tion of intended follow-up procedures when
the freeze ends Nov. 13.
Although little specific information concern
ing furthered economic restrictions has been
given, the majority of people are still guarded
ly optimistic and are confident that this new
approach will correct the nation's precarious
inflationary trends.
Granted, Nixon's program has had its in
dividual failures. For instances, farm prices
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were left unfrozen to allow them to rise, but
because of a higher import tax, foreign coun
tries are reciprocating by buying less U.S.
grain, driving prices down.
For the most part, however, results of the
program have been good thus far, and, if
Phase II of Nixon's program can be effectively
executed, the nation will be on its way to
economic recovery.
The plan will set no restriction on profits,
but the President wants standby power to con
trol interest rates and corporation dividends if
necessary. Also, Nixon hopes to limit the in
crease in the cost of living to a two or three
per cent rise per year.
We feel that President Nixon should be com
mended for his stand on this important
economic issue.
President Nixon has shown great maturity
in his decision to reverse his belief in a laissez
—fa ire attitude toward the economy. Although
his program is not perfect, he has made a
creditable attempt to remedy the nation's
economic ills.

SWEEPING COBWEBS

Women liberated at Taylor
by Becky Busby
ECHO columnist

Since the success of the new
slacks rule in Student Affairs
two weeks ago, it seems evident
that Women's Lib at Taylor has
come a long way.
It is true that the girls' field
hockey team does not yet live in
the shacks and it is doubtful that
any afternoon classes will be
cancelled so that girls can watch
their soap operas in the dorms.
The girls' football teams are still
more of a laugh than a contest,
and sometimes when we are sit
ting cross-legged on the floor in
the lounge, we feel twinges of
guilt, recalling the Old maxim,
"Boys like girls who sit like
ladies, even in jeans."
There are still girls on campus
who can remember the days when

bed checks at night were fre
quent, when slacks were not al
lowed anywhere or anytime on
Sundays, when cut-offs were a
cardinal sin and when high heels
and stockings were required on
Friday nights.
The slow modification of the
system has allowed a definite
fresh air of freedom among the

girls. Even if we are not terrific
football players, we have learned
how to run a double reverse and
had a lot of fun trying it. Being
able to wear slacks to classes
and in the cafeteria has not yet
ended in a predominantly de
generate style of dress, but it
certainly has expanded everyone's
wardrobe.
Some common complaints of
discrimination would probably in

clude the somewhat ridiculous
practice of closing the dorm be
tween the magical hours of 2 and
5 a.m. But at least the later hours
of 1 and 2 are much easier to
observe faithfully than the old
hour of 11 on weekdays, and the
weekend sign-out slips have be
come mere technicalities. Be
sides, could you imagine the par
ents' reactions if all hours were
abolished?
The fact that there are only 34
girls living outside of the dormi
tory's watchful eye is probably
less an example of discrimination
than simple common sense. The
girls that were evacuated from
the apartments may still feel
hostile toward the guys now
living there who have been known

to righteously proclaim their
self-discipline and honorable
character, but the shift was neces
sary to fill up the new girls'
dorm. Economic facts should not
be confused with discrimination.
Now that the rules are going
our way, how about a few perti-

ment changes in attitude that
should go along with them? For
instance, that note of disdain that
is often used when referring to a
female P E major. It is time for
the guys to realize that girls in
physical education are not just
"sweathogs" but have brains and
feelings, too.
Another common fallacy is the
guys' egotistical belief that every
Taylor girl has her claws out to
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Recital to include
carillon selection

will present an organ recital Sun
day, Oct. 17, at 7:30 p.m. The con
cert will be held at the Trinity
United Methodist Church in Hart
ford City.
Dr. Shulze will be playing num
bers by Bach, Du Mage, Franck,

Dr. Fred Shulze

by Alathea Coleman
ECHO staff writer

Dr. Frederick B. Shulze, as
sistant professor of composition,

Schroeder, Sowerby, and Durufle. Chorales, sonatas and a
prelude make up the greater part
of the concert. A carillon, which
is a piece played on the chimes,
will be included in the second
half of his program.
Before coming to Taylor, Dr.
Shulze taught at Cascade College,
Wheaton College and the Univer
sity of Washington. In addition,
he has served as organist in sev
eral churches in Oregon and
Washington.
He also arranges and writes
music for Christian films, radio
and television programs and has
appeared frequently in organ re
citals in both Oregon and Wash
ington.

Miss Jessie Rousseiow, assistant professor of
speech, checks her stitches as work continues on
the costumes of THE IMAGINARY INVALID. All
of the costumes for Taylor's dramatic productions

are original designs by Miss Rousseiow, selected
to fit each individual character. ECHO photo by
Chris Edmonds.

More than meets the e y e
floivers by Johnson

Costumes show character

PLAN D MOREEN HOUSE
OPPOSITE UPLAND SHOPPING CENTER

998-7142

by Paula De Graff
ECHO feature writer

One important aspect usually
taken for granted when one goes
to see a play is the costuming.
More goes on in costuming than
actually meets the eye as much

Halloween
Cards

thought and knowledge of charac weaker character's costume uti
ter goes into what the actors lizes horizontal lines. If an actor
is to portray a light, gay charac
wear.
Miss Jessie Rousseiow of the ter, he will wear light, bright
Speech and Drama Department colors while a tragic figure usual
makes and designs the costumes ly wears darker and heavier
with the assistance of Kathy colors, Miss Rousseiow explained.
Jenkinson ART-73, Linda SulfCostumes also tell the audience
ridge SP-73 and Barbara Tatter
the
time or era in which the play
UN-74. According to Miss Rousse
iow, a costume is designed to ful takes place. 'In a period produc
fill two basic requirements. The tion' the characters wear the
first is to visually describe the styles of clothing from that era
in history," Miss Rousseiow stat
character's personality.
Is the character weak or strong, ed.
In choosing costumes, Miss
happy or sad, comic or tragic. In
Rousseiow
studies the character
a strong character, the costume
the
costumes visually
lines are basically vertical, a since
characterize the actors and each
character portrayed has a unique
personality. New costumes must
WELCOME TO
be made for each production and
each actor in the play.

WALNUT CREEK
GOLF COURSE
Trojan's
Home
Course
998-7651

Creative Excellence is an American Tradition. .

B

Miss Rousseiow sketches out a
basic design for the costume. She

commented that designing cos
tumes is for her a "creative out
let." She uses manufactured pat
terns as guides but remakes them
to suit her idea. She then makes a
muslin sample of the costume
which is fitted and altered to the
correct size and from this final
pattern, the costume is made.
At dress rehearsal, any neces
sary changes are made in the
costumes. All costumes made are
kept and eventually taken apart
to be used in making new cos
tumes for future productions.

317-664-0501

MOTEL

"THE DORM FOR PARENTS WHEN
THEY COME TO T.U."

UPLAND DRUGS
998-2151

Corner Main & Berry—Upland

ELECTRIC RADIANT HEAT • COLOR TV - CABLE

HIGHWAY 37 NORTH

MARION
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Visitor recollects
Taylor's values
Editor's note: The following let
ter written by a former student,
here in 1925, offers some interest
ing reactions and impressions of
Taylor—both then and now.
Dear Editor Knight,
My visit to Taylor University
on Sunday, Sept. 19, 1971 helped
me to discover a number of
things along the way. The broad
open country, with its Indiana
farms, and swiftly moving vehi
cles, along the highway, was
somewhat relieved by Richard
Scharnuck and his traveling com
panion, who gave me a lift up to
the Methodist church, and to the
home of its Pastor, the Rev. John
education majors are experimenting with the math
Rick Park EE-73 looks on while an elementary stu
lab to discover how learning can also be fun. ECHO W. Davis.
dent works with a balance to learn mathematics.
Then I met Daynard Taylor,
photo by John Fleming.
These students were among the classes who visited
Taylor's math lab on Friday, Oct. 8. Elementary
who gave me a lift to the Wis
consin Guest House. Here I got
in touch with Jeff Longfellow, to
whom I am indebted, for special
services on the campus, as well
as a ride all of the way back to
Gas City.
While at the Wisconsin, I
noticed your article in the Echo,
entitled, "Former student returns
after forty- five years." I want to
math lab was Mrs. Roye's fifth all an equation is?" Another girl
by Rita Olson
take this opportunity to thank
grade class who has been under who worked with a balance was
ECHO feature writer
you in behalf of all of our
Dreams of the math lab came the instruction of Joyce Bost really excited when she found Sovereign American people every
that 25 big beans were equal to where for this article. Also, I want
alive Friday morning when stu EE-73 and Rick Park EE-73
50
small ones.
Each
Thursday
Miss
Bost
and
dents from the middle school in
to thank John Fleming, for the
Upland visited the educational Park go to their classroom and
For a little added interest to impassive photo, which he made
teach the children using materi
center.
their visit, the children got to see of me standing my ground on
The theory behind the math lab als from the lab.
themselves on TV, tour either a the campus grounds. All of which
According to Park, the idea
is that the way to understand
girl's or boy's dorm and see the leads me to what I have to say
mathematics is to actually touch for bringing the class here was gym.
about Taylor University.
and work with concrete objects. to, "introduce them to the math
It is a great light in a world of
Everyone involved thought this
That was exactly what was going lab and let them see and use experience was a success. In the darkness. It was shining forth
some of the devices that are
on.
future more classes will have the when I first learned about it al
Eight different activity tables available."
opportunity to become acquaint most half a hundred years ago.
To an outsider the classroom
were set up. These activities in
ed with the equipment and tech The Frank Skinner Quartet had
might
have seemed like mass
cluded: a sand box with measur
come to the Long Island Holiness
niques of the math lab.
ing devices, plastic shapes and confusion or children just play
water
for
teaching volume, ing. Neither was true. The chil
equalizers for addition and multi dren were able to move around
plication, a balance and beans for and talk, but all the time they
working with measurement and were learning.
One girl exclaimed, "I could do
various other equipment.
this all day." While working with
The group that visited the the equalizer a boy said, "Is that

Math lab gives concrete
approach to learning

Association's summer revival ser
vices, at Roosevelt, Long Island,
New York. This consecrated
music of the Frank Skinner
Quartet brought to me a convic
tion, which caused me to decide,
that I must go to Taylor Univer
sity that fall.
With two years of Freeport,
Long Island, New York H. S. and
my last pay check, I sallied forth
to Taylor University where Mrs.
Duryea was the hostess of the
large dining hall at the Wisconsin.
From that time forth until this
very day, as the former President
of Taylor University, once wrote,
I have retained in my mind a
sympathetic recollection of my
old friends at Taylor University.
This recollection was Dorn of
many things: like the every
morning chapel sermons of Dr.
John Paul, which seemed to raise
me three inches out of my seat,
in chapel. It was born of the work
ing program of Dr. Ayres that
continued on p. 8

John S. Boynton

Heavy Weight!
(13-% oz)

Young Men's
Blue Denim

Restaurant
Family Dining Every Day
Hours: T1 A.M. 'til Midnight
Friday and Saturday til 2 A.M.

/BRUNT'S
So. Marion Plaza
Downtown Marion
Gas City

1226 Norlh Walnut
Hartford City

Complete dinners:
Chicken, Steak, & Seafood
PIZZA KING Products
BEN & CAROLYN HODGIN, owners

348-0040
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Phosphate solutions given
by Cindy Hoffman
ECHO commentary writer

added to the water, the question
"How much of the nation's water
is being affected?" must still be
answered. In the rural areas,
which accounts for roughly 30
per cent of the total population,
wastewater is dumped into the
ground where phosphate con
centration is of no consequence.

It all began in 1964 when
scientists noticed an abundance
of algae growing in Lake Erie.
"Water, water everywhere and
not a drop to drink. Algae's grow
ing abundantly from the phos
phates in my sink." So cries the
pollution-conscious public across
Then too, phosphorus does not
America today.
have a eutrophic effect on salt
The blame was placed on an or soft waters. Thus any waste
excess amount of phosphorus water
containing
phosphorus
present in the water. Phosphorus which is dumped into the ocean
is an essential chemical in the or soft-water lakes does not affect
growth of algae. Thus the more that body of water. That leaves,
phosphorus present, the more according to the soap manufactur
algae that will grow. If algae is ers, approximately 15 per cent
abundant enough, it can consume of the nation's bodies of water
more oxygen than it produces, that could be affected by phos
suffocating all other life in that phorus.
body of water. This is a process
Based on these statistics, the
known as eutrophication.
soap manufacturer's solution is
Since 1964; the obvious solu not to pull off the market all
tion to most people to save our soaps containing phosphorus, but
lakes was to pull off the market to continue the use of phosphate
all detergents that contained detergents in the 85 per cent of
phosphorus. This started the the United States where they have
great battle over phosphorus that no affect and find an non-phos
continues today.
phorus substitute for areas with
The still small voice of reason hard-water lakes.
The biggest reason that phos
is finally being heard and many
people are realizing now that phates may be in detergents for
phosphates from detergents are awhile is that no effective sub
not as harmful as they once ap stitute has been found. Many pine
peared. Indeed the greatest for the "good old days" of soap
amount of phosphorus in our and water, but today with modern
waters is of human origin or from washing machines and man-made
agricultural run-offs. Only a fabrics, soap is not the answer.
small portion is from the deter Soap especially should not be
used in hard-water areas where
gents themselves.
However, if one accepts the it most likely would have been
fact that phosphorus is being substituted for phosphate deter

gents.
Soap combines with the
minerals in hard water to form
an insoluble curd which is only
further trapped in the weave of
the fabric by the modern spindry machines. The result is dingy
whites and dull dark-colored
clothes. The housewife, thinking
she did not add enough soap
adds more the next time and the
vicious circle continues.

Two so-called "bench scientists"
onducted tests on an indusrial compound, nitrilotriacetate
NTA) in 1970 checking for
possible hazard to human
iealth.
Courtney and Chernoff used
00 or 500 rats and several hunIred mice. They injected the ex-

lerimental animals with NTA
nd combined dosages of methyl
mercury and cadmium — both
teavy metals and both highly
oxic.
The findings of these tests were
iresented in Burlington, Onario. Miss Courtney and Cheroff
elt that the results showed that
ITA might pose a problem, beause of its ability to attract
metals like cadmium.
Ten months later, however,
here were no more conclusive
indings against NTA. The gov-

rnment felt, even so, that there
ras significant risk involved,
'hrough pressure and negative
ublicity, industry was finally
ersuaded to "volunteer" the
anning of all use of NTA in
heir detergents.
NTA attracts other substances
ike a magnet and seizes metallic
lements like calcium and sodim. Like phosphates, NTA also
ets rid of heavy dirt in clothes
nd rings around tubs and wash-

tists reassured environmentalists
that it was biodegradable, that
it broke down in the environ
ment, it was easily consumed by
bacteria and therefore, seemed to
pose no problem.
Early in the 1960's Dr. John J.
Singer found a way to manu
facture the compound economical
ly and soon after 90,000,000
pounds were put on the market.
In 1970 Procter & Gamble who
had been testing NTA for a dec

ade, said they had encountered
no adverse effects in feeding it to
various animals.
On May 6, 1970, Dr. Samuel S.
Epstein, then chief of the labora
tories of environmental toxico
logy and carcinogenesis at Har
vard Medical School, stated he
believed that NTA had potential
toxicological and environmental
health implications.
This controversy has led to the
study of hundreds of mice and

rats. They found that when both
NTA and cadmium were injected,
a lower dosage was needed to kill
than when cadmium alone was
injected. NTA used with cadmium
also resulted in birth defects.
No studies since, however, have
supported these finding exactly.
The main concern of the gov
ernment toward NTA involves the

family that has both a well and
septic tank. A detergent con

I could d o
for ecology.

that has as yet been proven safe
or effective. Only a small amount
of phosphorus being added to the
nation's waters is from deter
gents. Only 15 per cent of the
nation's waters are harmed by
the eutrophic effect of phos
phorus.
The answer is not the elimina
tion of all phosphate detergents
as many people tend to believe.
Nor is it the elimination of phos
phates from detergents.
Philip Abelson, editor of Sci
ence best stated the answer when
he wrote: "Elimination of phos
phates from detergents would not
solve the eutrophication problem.
There are too many other sources
of these chemicals in municipal,
industrial and agricultural wastes.
The treatment of municipal
wastes is of particular importance
in minimizing eutrophication. If
these were managed properly,
phosphates arising from human
wastes and from detergents would
be simultaneously eliminated."

Cleaning substitutes confuse
Soapmakers applauded NTA as
the answer to phosphates. Scien

the least

Look at the facts again. There
is no substitute for phosphorus

Health hazard?

by Judy Petersen
ECHO commentary writer

I thot it was

taining NTA would be flushed in
to the septic tank. The NTA on
its way through the soil might
grab toxic metals, enter the wellwater supply and affect a citizen.
This effect would be greatest on
a pregnant woman.
Since 30 per cent of the people
in the United States are still on
septic tank—well water service,
the government felt the use of
NTA was a significant threat to
the health and welfare of Ameri
can citizens.
After extensive research into
the use of NTA in their own
country, the Sweden National
Health and Welfare Board feels
"there is no reason to oppose the
use of NTA as a component of
laundry detergents." The Board
went on further to state that it is
unlikely that NTA could cause any
genetic damage.
J. B. Bruce, of the Canadian
Center for Inland Waters said,

"Any evidence available to sci
entists here (Canada) suggest low
level use of NTA would have no
ill effects on environmental or
people's health."
The United States decision was
based only on the CourtneyChernoff findings in that they
"lean" toward genetic damage.
There is of yet no hard evidence
against the use of NTA—a sub
stance that if used correctly could
aid in the preservation of our
water systems.

Officials inspect
chemical agents
had any say in the decision. It
would rather have the credit
placed on the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
the Surgeon General, the Council
Phosphates, a popular deter on Environmental Quality and
gent additive, were found to pol the Environmental Protection
lute lakes and streams. Another Agency.
Since there is no conclusive
additive, nitrilotriacetate (NTA),
was thought to be the solution to proof that NTA is harmful, the
the phosphate problem because government's decision to ask in
it broke down in the environ dustry to stop using NTA may be
a big mistake. The government
ment and was consumed by bac
teria. The future for NTA looked believes that because NTA has
not been proven safe, it should
bright until research found it to
not be unnecessarily exposed to
be a potential health hazard, yet
detergent makers could not re the American public.
The government, which has no
vert back to soap because it
legal basis to stop industry from
leaves residues which congest
using NTA, has merely asked in
automatic washing machines.
dustry to remove it on a voluntary
For industry, the attacks on basis. The publicity the NTA
phosphates
and
NTA
have research has received has been as
brought on an expensive dilem effective as a legal ban.
ma. Procter & Gamble Co., which
Probably the most confused of
used NTA in Gain and Cheer, everyone in the detergent battle
have lost $167,000,000 as a result is the housewife. She is torn be
of the findings on NTA. Gov tween wanting clean clothes and
ernment sources report that the fighting pollution. Special label
industry may lose as much as ing and government" reports are
$300,000,000 in plant investment, now being issued to aid the
research and development costs. housewife in purchasing deter
Despite all the money involved gents.
Now all the detergent makers
and the contrary recommenda
tions of some United States and are pushing lab research for new
Swedish scientists, the decision substitues but even if a company
was made by the White House has a promising find, it would
to combat NTA. The White House take three to four years to bring
refused to say if President Nixon it to the market.
Detergent makers are in trou
ble. The industry is under attack
by congressmen, government of
ficials, environmentalists, and
other public interest groups.

This year, following a student's name, the Echo will
print his major and the expected year of graduation.
ART art
BE business, economics
BIO biology
CH chemistry
EE elementary education
ENG english
HIS history

LAN languages
MA math
MU music
PE physical education
PHL philosophy
PHY physics
PS political science
PSY psychology
REL religion
SP speech
SS social studies
UN undeclared
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From texts to toys

Hodson coordinates EMC
by Teresa Jackson
ECHO feature writer

Taylor's Educational Media
Center (EMC) under the direction
of Gerald Hodson provides many
varied services for the Taylor
Community, outside clubs and
neighboring schools.
Hodson explains that the center
is "all the resources that the li
brary isn't—a textbook library
for the teacher."
Hodson is in his fifth year with
the center. He came to Taylor

with a broad background in
photography and the related arts.
He was formerly an art teacher
at Anderson and has sponsored
year books and taught at Ander
son College.
His photography experience in
cludes the filming of many
famous homes, including those of
John Wayne, Thomas Jefferson,
Frank Lloyd Wright, William
Randolph Hurst and the Ringling
Brothers. Hodson has also been
involved in fashion photography
and the study of family histories.
Gerald Hodson, director of Taylor's Educational Media Center, greets
a visitor at his office. He works "behind the scenes" to coordinate
the many operations of the center. ECHO photo by John Fleming.

The Media Center is equipped
with many facilities available to

students and teachers in the area.

Visitor recollects ..
continued from p. 6

kept me busy about the campus
and in the new buildings like the
Wisconsin doing the many kinds
of work. There were many others,
but the important thing was that
all of these people had a deep and
lasting respect for Taylor Univer
sity.
These were days of building,
and Campus Security. It was a
day when fifty per cent of the
student body were taking courses
in religious music. Gospel teams
were singing the Christian mes
sage in every part of the United
States of America; and in many
other countries of the world.

When yours truly would study
on the campus green sitting on
the benches provided, the celesti
al strains of music coming from
the music hall would lift his
spirit; and no burden would
seem too great.
It has been said that a church
is equal to any police force. Tay
lor University is equal to World
Security; because its graduated
students in every country of the
world are not for rent without
power, but are endued every
where with the unceasing, everabounding energy of the Almigh
ty God, in their daily lives.

AREA ENTERTAINMENT
MUNCIE
One Potato, Two Potato, Ball State, Oct. 15 in English 114, and Oct.

It is my sincere hope that these
rays of divine power stemming
from Taylor University's alumni,
and students, everywhere will be
focused back upon the student
body and the constituency at Tay
lor University; and that it will
burn out every trace of false
security.
It is my prayer that Taylor Uni
versity, now as in those yester
years will make renewed porgress against any opposition or
confrontation that moves to dark
en its light.
John S. Boynton
Social Security Act account
number 337-03-7762

Materials are available for dis
plays and bulletin boards. Ac
cording to Hodson the Curriculum
Laboratory, containing guides and
textbooks used by the majority
of school systems in the United
States, is very necessary for the
students in the teacher education
program. The Elementary Math
Laboratory is also an asset to the
education major.
In the Children's Corner, the
elementary education major can
find many publications concern
ing children's literature and
learning toys and games. Hodson
pointed out that the Instructional
Materials Workcenter containing
dry mounting presses, a photo
graphic darkroom, and a tool
room, is available for potential
teaching.

portant aspect of the EMC, and
has prepared several exhibits for
the State Department of Public
Instruction.
The displays serve as an ex
pression of the center's philoso
phy. Hodson explained, "We pro

ject ourselves by what we do
rather than what we say."
The EMC came into being in
1967 under a United States Title
m program for the purpose of
helping all public schools in the
neighboring seven counties to set
up their own media centers. Then
in 1969 when the government
phased out this program, Taylor
continued it for its own use.
In addition to Hodson the
center employs four staff mem
bers and 32 students. The EMC
with its many facilities remains
The EMC not only serves the open 80 hours per week and at
education major; it is a great tempts as Hodson says, "to set
benefit to the entire campus. All an example of what a total edu
of the plays on campus are filmed cational resource center might
by the center staff. Under Hod- be."
son's direction the EMC staff
takes photos, makes displays and
films sports. Hodson also helps
the various clubs on campus put
together programs.
Anyone can check out the more
than 50,000 books, 2,000 records,
6,000 filmstrips and the many
video tapes, games, toys and
Hallie Bryant, basketball play
models. This Multi-Media Center
has its resources catalogued er associated with the Harlem
alphabetically rather than by the Globe Trotters, will speak in
Dewey Decimal system, Hodson chapel Monday, Oct. 18.
explained.

On Wednesday, Oct. 20 the

In this way, a toy, a piece of Taylor University Orchestra
wood or any such object can be under the direction of Benjamin
placed on the shelf beside a book. Del Vecchio, assistant professor

This is almost impossible using
the Dewey Decimal System. With
this system, all resource materials
are housed and are separated only
by subject area. The audio-visual
equipment, periodical room and
television studio are also impor
tant facets of the system.
Hodson offers his services as a
consultant to public schools in the
area in an effort to help them
set up their own media centers.
He is responsible for many of the
displays and exhibits, another im-

On Homecoming Weekend, Come to —

of music, will present a concert.
The "Regeneration" will per
form during chapel on Friday,
Oct. 22. The group of approxi
mately 13 members is a portion of
the "Spurrlows."

The Ph.D.
and the
Christian

16 in the Theatre.

Let's Scare Jessica to Death, GP, Delaware, Oct. 15-22
Ryan's Daughter, GP, Northwest, Oct. 15-22
Gone With The, Wind, G, Rivoli Oct. 15-22
Jennifer On My Mind, R, Strand, Oct. 15-22
MARION
Omega Man, GP, Indiana, Oct. 15-22
FORT WAYNE
Jesus Christ Superstar, Memorial Coliseum, Nov. 8, 8 p.m., $4,

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE

$5, $6
SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

$1.79*

in Counseling
Psychology

$1.39 *

This age of skepticism calls for
committed Christian Scholars.
This age of anxiety calls for com
mitted Christian Psychologists.

WITH THIS AD

25{ OFF

RIB EYE STEAK DINNER

ON ANY 12 in. PIZZA

* includes baked potato, salad,
and hot roll.

OCTOBER 15, 16, 17

PIZZA DORM
127 E. RAILROAD

For current catalog write:

Director of Admissions

ROSEMEAD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF PSYCHOLOGY

998-2112

FREE DELIVERY - CLOSED MONDAYS

The Rosemead Graduate School of
Psychology prepares students for
careers as Christian psychologists
through the integration of psychologi
cal and theological concepts in pro
fessional practice, theory and research.

1515 BRAEWICK DRIVE * MARION • INDIANA • 664-6607

Rosemead, California 91770
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Early years show different Taylor culture
by Rita Olson
ECHO feature writer

Fort Wayne Female College,
founded in Fort Wayne in
1846 was the beginning of what
is known as Taylor University.
According to the catalogue, Tay
lor, "the college that cares for
the soul," was devoted to the
noble object of educating young
ladies.
The rules and regulations of
the college were firm and fair,

but not modern, as the following
rules from the student handbook
prove:
"The young ladies boarding in
the institution shall rise at the
ringing of the bell in the mor
ning, adjust their rooms and be
engaged in study until breakfast.
"During the Sabbath day, walk
ing on the streets or commons

for pleasure, collecting in each
others' rooms for idle conversa
tion or amusement as well as all
practices prohibited in well-bred,
Christian homes, and receiving
visitors are totally forbidden.
"No young woman shall be per
mitted to contract debts or buy
goods without the written con

sent of her parents or guardian, quiet must prevail. Study hours
and a copy of such permission are uniform for every day except
shall be handed to the President." Saturday. Study hours on Satur
In 1852 the faculty opened a day are from 7:30 to 10 p.m.
department for young men called
The Taylor yearbook in 1929,
the Collegiate Institute, which The Gem, gives an account of the
was entirely separate from the day by day "happenings." A few
"female element." Later that year of these tell of the exciting times
the institutions united opening on campus: "Tuesday, May 17, a
the school to both sexes.
bluebird is rescued from the roof
Swallow-Robin
dormitory."
The institution was rechartered of
and moved to its present location "Friday, April 15, Harlowe Evans
in 1893. During the first year comes to breakfast on time."
the school was held in the empty "Thursday, Dec. 23, Percy Boat
store rooms in the town while loses his muffler."
"No lady student, not living
the buildings were in construc
tion. The town people kindly in her own home, shall leave the
opened their homes to the stu grounds of the University or the
University Addition without per
dents, some 70 in number.
Some of the rules from the mission, except to attend church
catalogue of 1905 give insight on Sunday. However, lady stu
into the lives of the students a dents have permission to go to
town on Saturday between dinner
few years later:
"Study hours are to be ob and supper.
served from 7:45 a.m. to 12
"Ladies and gentlemen, other
a.m.; from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., than husband and wife, or broth
and 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.. dur er and sister, shall not accompany
ing which time each student is each other to, from or at any
required to be in his own room social, literary or religious gather
ing, except the meetings of the
or at the regular exercises.
"Ten o'clock p.m. is the hour Literary Societies of the Univer
for retiring, after which perfect sity, without permission. Neither

Best Wishes

shall they walk, sit or loiter to
gether on the campus.
"Every student is required to
attend public religious services

in the University Chapel every
Sunday afternoon.
"Athletic sports are forbidden
during study hours.
"Students desiring to visit
other students during study hours
must obtain permission.
"All excuses and ' permissions
must be obtained from the Dean
of the Faculty."
The regular tuition was $14 for
each of three terms. Room rent

was $7 per term and the price of
Richard J Vetter
board was $2 per week. An ad
vanced geography book could be
purchased at the bookstore for
$.75.
"Hazing, brutality, the use of
tobacco, football, and intercol
legiate sports are not tolerated
because they are antagonistic to
the moral atmosphere of the col
lege community," states the uni
by Alan Sorgen
versity bulletin of 1911. Further
ECHO staff writer
down on the same page the pub
Representing the Bionucleonlication says, "The aim of Tay ics Department of Purdue Uni
lor University is to develop all- versity at next week's science
around men and women."
seminar will be R. J. Vetter, as
sistant professor of bionucleonics.
Vetter will be speaking on the
"Biological Effects of Micro
waves."
The weekly seminars are at
tended by students who are taking
the lectures as a class for credit.
They are also open to the Taylor
student body.
Vetter's seminar will be held
in SL-103 on Monday, Oct. 18,
at 4 p.m.

Scientist
to speak

for Taylor Homecoming Activities

EMLETS FINE FOODS
Welcome You!
Make your Homecoming
Reservations Now
Open 5 to 10 Saturday evening
11 to 3 Sunday

Phone 662-2196

Stale Roads 9 & 37
By-Pass North
MARION, INDIANA

SGO is sponsoring a question
and answer period on WTUC
about business and financial
affairs. Mr. Charles Newman
and Mr. William Davis will be
there Wednesday, Oct. 20 at
7:30 p.m. to answer your
questions. 640 KC
COUNSELING SERVICE
Any student wishing to meet
personally with a counselor
may call ext. 205 to set up an
appointment or to find out
who is available for confer
ence.
SGO Senate elections are on
Thursday, Oct. 21. If you are
concerned about campus con
ditions, vote at your respective
residence
hall. Commuters
vote at Morris desk.
GRADUATE STUDY
Three Advanced-Study Fel
lowship programs are avail
able for the 1972-73 academic
year. The Ford Foundation an
nounced programs open to (1)
Black Americans, (2) Mexican
Americans and Puerto Ricans,
and (3) American Indians, who
are citizens of the United
States.

640 KC
A PUBLIC SERVICE AD
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Franklin fails

Gridders triumph
ry Metzger BUS-73 pass plays,
the Trojans found themselves on
the 15 yard line. Here Gerlach
let someone else do the passing
as Metzger came around from his
flanker post and took a handoff
from Gerlach. He then fired to
end John Weis PE-73 who was
open in the left corner of the end
zone. Bob Wantwadi PS-73 boot
ed the point after and, with 13:04
left in the half, Taylor led 7-0.

by Dennis Young
ECHO sports writer

Taylor's Trojans, returning to
their own gridiron after three
straight losses on the road "put
it all together" last Saturday and
came up with a 14-7 victory over
the Franklin Grizzlies. Their rec
ord is now 1-3-1.
Plagued by fumbles and inter
ceptions in their four previous
outings, Taylor reversed their

Tom O'Brien PE-73 (No. 85) and Karlos Hardy ART75 (No. 34) slow down the Franklin ball carrier as
Rick Newbill BE-75 (No. 21) closes in for the

tackle. The Taylor Trojans managed a 14-7 victory
Saturday, Oct. 9, for their first win of the season.
ECHO photo by Mel Christianson.

Taylor Harriers snatch
second place in meet
by John Nevius
ECHO sports writer

Taylor's Eighth Annual Invita
tional meet, held here, Tuesday,
Oct. 5 at 4 p.m., saw the Trojan
harriers capture the second place
team trophy, as well as many of
the individual awards.
Vincennes University took first
place with a combined score of

40, while the Trojans compiled a
score of 63 for the runner-up
team trophy. Cumberland College
compiled a score of 108 to take
third place, while Rio Grand (of
Ohio) totaled 121 points for
fourth.
Other team places went to
Manchester at fifth with 161,
Spring Arbor at sixth with 168,
Greenville at seventh with 183,
Nyack at eighth with 226, Ken
tucky State at ninth with 229,
Anderson at 10th with 244, Mar
ion at 11th with 263 and Grace
at 12th with 293.

in 22:44. Brad Shrock PE-74 took
25th place in 23:04 while John
Nevius SOC-73 took 33rd in 23:31.
George McFarland SOC-72 took
46th in 24:15 while Glen Tuley
LAN-75 took 51st in 24:32.
Saturday, Oct. 8 at 2 p.m., the
Trojans competed in the Notre
Dame Invitational at South Bend.
The harriers captured 18th place,
out of a field of 22 teams, with
a combined score of 501.
Ludwick, Taylor's first runner,
captured 20th place, covering the

five mile course in 24:39. Feeley
took 113th out of a field of 213
runners, with a time of 25:53,
while Whybrew took 123rd in
26:02. Brad Shrock took 146th in
26:19 and Carl Tichenor LAN-72
took 173rd in 26:52.
The Trojans will start Satur
day's homecoming activities with
a meet with Purdue University.
The meet, scheduled to start at
10:30 a.m., will see Purdue and
Taylor run over a five mile course
set up around the campus.

Minutes later Trojan Safety
Scott Parsons SOC-73 swiped a

record and did not fumble or al
low interceptions in this game.
Not only did the Trojans elim
inate their mistakes but they
forced Franklin into a few of
their own. Four Taylor intercep
tions silenced the Grizzlies' chief
offensive weapon, quarterback
Phil Powell. Despite Powell's 21
for 42 aerial mark, the Trojan
secondary seemed to save their
thefts for the opportune moment.

Powell pass on the Grizzlie 38 to
set up. Taylor's second score just
three plays later.
Gerlach and Metzger hooped
up on a 14-yard pass play and
Sweeting gained five up the mid
dle. Then on the same play, the
fullback broke 19 yards to the
end zone. Wantwadi's kick was
perfect again, and at the half
the score was 14-0.

In the meantime, Taylor united
their soundest offensive attack

Late in the fourth quarter the
visitors finally scored on a 67-

of the season mainly on the
strength of quarterback Brad
Gerlach's PE-72 10 for 20 com
pletion log and the running of
freshman fullback Norm Sweet
ing REL-75. Sweeting carried 11
times for 91 yards to lead all
rushers and his 19-yard touch
down jaunt was the margin of
victory for the Trojans.
Neither team could amass any
attack in the first quarter, but in
the second period Taylor went to
work getting both of their touch
downs.

yard drive in 12 plays. Halfback
Keith Fielder hauled in a threeyard scoring pass and Tom Hauswald added the point after but
it was not enough to catch the
Trojan squad.
Both teams had 13 first downs
and Franklin out-gained Taylor
319-206 but the Grizzlies fumbled
once and had the four passes
'taken'.'
Taylor will host the Earlham
Quakers tomorrow for the Home
coming crowd at 2 p.m. The Qua
kers have been particularly rough
on the Trojans over the years.
They come to play fresh from a
35-21 loss to Anderson, their on
ly defeat this season.

The Trojans' first tally drive
began when Rick Newbill BUS-75

returned a Grizzlie punt to the
visitor's 46 yard line. Following
a pair of Gerlach-to-flanker Ter

Netmen place first in conference HBC meet
by John Clarkson
ECHO sports writer

Last weekend at the first an
nual Hoosier-Buckeye Conference
tennis tournament, the Taylor
netters ran away with the team
The Trojans were once again honors as well as many individual
led by Brad Ludwick SS-72, who honors.
took second place, covering the
This was the first such meet
four mile course in 21:45, 31 sec that Taylor has ever participated
onds behind first place Mike Red- in. for in the old HCC, the team
men of Nyack Missionary College title was always determined by
(New York). Taylor Oliver BIO- the dual meet records.
74 took fifth place in 22:05, while
The first conference meet ran
Dave Whybrew REL-73 took 15th smoothly, although there were
place in 22:38.
many people who questioned the
Allen Feeley BIO-74, Taylor's fairness or accuracy of the open
fourth man, captured 17th place draw system.

Names were selected at random
to see who played whom within
the first through sixth singles
positions, and thus no seeds were
given. It was quite obvious that
Defiance College in particular
was severely hurt by the luck of
the draw.
The Taylor netters won an
amazing 4 of 6 singles titles, while
copping 2 of 3 doubles crowns.
Mike Server BIO-74 won the #2
singles title, Neil Black MA-75
captured the #4 crown, Ed Mehlberg PE-72 is the #5 singles
champ, and Van Gambrell PS-75
walked off with the #6 singles
title.

SALE

These netters had to win 3
consecutive matches against the
best at their particular position
to gain the title. The doubles tan
dem of Server and Tim Mann PHY72 won the #2 doubles crown,
while Mehlberg and A1 Sutton
PE-73 teamed up to capture the
#3 doubles title. Manchester and
Anderson tied for a distant sec
ond place with 17 points, with

Taylor alone at the top with a
total of 26 points.
Tomorrow at 10 a.m. the net
ters will have a very exciting
match with the Quakers of Earl
ham. Earlham boasts Gene Hambrick, the conference #1 singles
runner-up. He defeated Taylor's
John Clarkson EE-72 last week
end 5-7, 6-4, 8-6 at the HBC
tournament.

FAMILY DINING
AT THE HOME OF
Awful Big . . . Awful Good
SANDWICHES

COMPLETE,

CHECK THE BARGAIN TABLE

FULL COURSE

SHIRTS, BOOKS, MUSIC ETC.

MEALS

CHILDREN'S SWEATSHIRTS — ONLY $1

Quick Service

(New items added daily)

TAYLOR CAMPUS STORE

HIGHWAY 3 SOUTH
HARTFORD CITY

348-4360

